Patients', parents', and oncologists' perceptions of informed consent for bone marrow transplantation.
Bone marrow transplantation (BMT) is gaining increasing acceptance as a therapeutic treatment modality and is being offered to patients even in the early stages of disease in the presence of minimal debilitating symptoms. Despite this, little is known regarding patients' and physicians' perceptions of the process in which informed consent for this controversial and potentially lethal procedure is obtained. Thirty-nine adult BMT patients and the parents of 61 children undergoing BMT and each of their physicians completed a questionnaire concerning their perceptions of the discussion in which consent for BMT was obtained and their evaluation of the consent document. In addition, the factors influencing patients' and parents' decision to accept BMT and the nature and amount of BMT information retained by patients and parents were assessed. The results indicate that on the whole patients and parents evaluated the BMT consultation and consent document favorably, were motivated by their trust in the physician and their belief in BMT as a cure, retained information regarding major points of informed consent from both the consent document and physician discussion, and had considerable difficulty with recall of the specific toxic side effects associated with BMT. Physicians' perceptions, on the other hand, reflected a less positive view of the extent to which patients and parents were actively involved in the consent process and the readability of the consent document. Perceptions of the informed consent process on the part of oncologist-investigators and patients which could impede the goals of informed consent and implications for facilitating the process are discussed.